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ALEXANDER LUBOTSKY, WILLEM VERMEER
OBSERVATIONS ON THE LONGEST BIRCHBARK LETTER
(NOVGOROD 531)*
1. INTRODUCTION
With 166 words, N53 1 is the longest private letter on birchbark known at present. It
is a remarkable document referring to what must have been a dramatic episode in
the life of several people. The text also deserves attention because in some respects it
appears to run ahead of what was usual at the time it is commonly assumed to have
been written (late twelfth or early thirteenth Century).
Important äs N531 is, there is some doubt about what exactly it tries to express.
In this article we would like to offer an Interpretation that accounts for more
features of the text than the interpretations that have been proposed so far. In the
course of the discussion it will turn out to be necessary to pay attention to Problems
of chronology and several linguistic issues, in particular the use ofoxt1.
2. THE TEXT: BASIC INFORMATION
N531 was discovered in 1976 (ΗΓΒ 7, 10) in the section of the Trinity Excavation
(ΤροΗΐτκΗΗ pacKon) now known äs "ycaiib6a B" (Zaliznjak 1995, 344), cf. the map
in ΗΓΒ 8, 5 ("ycaflböa A", lower right corner).
The layer in which the text was found and that has to provide the primary
evidence for a chronology has been specified differently in different accounts:
(l)The edition states that N531 was found "B rpaHiuee, BHKonaHHoft
apenaaca pacicona, B Hpycax 13-14" (ΗΓΒ 7, 130). As a matter of fact, the
actual chronology given ("py6e>K XII-XIII BB.", o.e., 131) accords better with
13 thanwith 13-14.
(2) Janin specifies the years between which N531 was written äs "1196-1213",
which corresponds to layer 13 (ΗΓΒ 8, 309, cf. also ΗΓΒ 8, 6).
(3) In his recent book on the language of medieval Novgorod, Zaliznjak puts N531
at the end of the twelfth or in the first half of the thirteenth Century (1995, 343),
presumably corresponding to the layers 12 and 13.
In recent years the chronology of quite a few Novgorod birchbark texts has been
shifted around in similar fashion. As yet there has been no explicit discussion of the
reasons for these modifications, which, by the way, rarely exceed one generation
(for some examples see Vermeer 1995a, 1 16-1 18).
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The stratigraphic facts äs evaluated at present allow for the possibility that N531
was written äs late äs 1250. This point has to be stressed because in the collective
consciousness of berestologists N531 counts äs "early", i.e. äs written before circa
1220 (ΗΓΒ 8,91). This feeling is now reinforced by the fact that Zaliznjak puts it in
his "Iloflpaaaeji BII", which brings together texts written "OK. 1160 — OK. 1220 r."
(1995, 295).
A facsimile ("npopucb") of N531 by M.N. Kislov can be found in the edition
(ΗΓΒ 7, between pp. 132 and 133). The piece of birchbark is inscribed on both
sides. Zaliznjak (1995, 344) quotes it äs follows:
(A) Inner side:
+ C5 AHE ΠΟΚΛΟ KO ΚΛΗΜΑΤΕ ΒρΑΤΕ ΠΚΠΟΑ«ΝΕ ΠΟΠβμΑΛΟγΗ Ο MOEMO θρθγΑΜ ΚΟΟΗΑΤΗΗργ
A HtlHE H3BETA £Λ\θγ ΛΚ>ν\ΕΛΜΙ ΚΑΚΟ ECU Β03Λ02ΚΗΛΟ ΠΟρβγΚΟγ HA MO W CCCTpOlf Π HA A°H6Pl>
EH HJA30BAAO ECU CbTpOlf M0to KOpOROlO H A°HeP£ ΚΛΑ,\ΕΙΟ Α HtlHCHA -θτΕΑΟ Πρΐ>ΕχΑΒΟ
ΟγΟΛ-ΚΙΙΙΙΑΚΟ ΤΟ CAOBO | Η ΒΊ,ΙΓΟΙΙΑΛΟ CETpOlf MOW Η χΟΤΕΛΟ ΠΟΤΑΤΗ Α H'hlHEU,A ΓΟΟΠΟΑΗΗΕ
BpATE COPAAABO CO ΒΟΕΛΑΒΟΜΟ ΜΟΛΟΒΗ ΕΜΟγ | ΤΑΚΟ ECH Β03Λ02ΚΗΛΟ ΤΟ CAOBO ΤΑΚΟΚΟ ΑΟΒΕΑΠ
Α>ΚΕ ΤΗ Β030ΜΟΛΟΒΗ KOCHATHHO ΑΛΛΑ ρΟγΚΟγ | Λ3Α 3ΑΤΕ ΤΊ.Ι >Κΐ RfAUf rOCnO^HHE ΛλΟΛΟΚΗ
E/WO ΤΑΚΟ
(Β) Outer side:
Οϊκε ΒογΑβγ AWAM ΗΛ MOW οι>τρογ ο>κε ΒβγΑ°Υ ΛΙΟΑ« πρκ ΚΟΜΟ εογΑ°Υ ΑΛΛΛ ρογκογ 3Λ
3ΑΤΕ ΤΟ ΤΕ Α BÖ BHHE | TTtl ΠΑΚΟ BpATE HCHtlTABO KOTOpOE CAOBO 3ΒΕΛΟ HA ΜΑ Η ΠΟρβγΚΟγ
A ΚθγΑ°Υ AWAH ΗΛ ΤΟΜΟ TOBE HE CtTpA | A ΜΟγ^ΕΒΗ HC 5KEHA TT.I >KE ΜΑ Η ΠΟΤΕΗΗ Hi 3tpA
HA τΟΈΑΟρΑ Η ΑΑΑΛΑ MOA ,\0t(,n ΚΟγίϊΤ,Ι ΛΙΟΑΕΜΗ C 'M3BETOJMO A 3ΑΚΛΑΑΑ npOCHAA H Π030ΒΑΑΟ
MEHE BÖ nOrOCTO H A30 ΠρεχΑΛΑ 02ΚΕ OHO ΠΟΕχΑΛΟ npOU,E A pEKA ΤΑΚΟ | Α30 COAK) : fl,\
ABOpAHO ΠΟ rpHEEME ChEpA
In order to understand the text one has to be aware of the "ÖHTOBbie" Orthographie
conventions adhered to by the person who wrote the letter:
— The letter t is consistently avoided; in its place, o is written, e.g. Lsg
Β03Λ05ΚΗΛΟ <VbZlOZih>>, A30, COAK5.
— The letter h is in most cases replaced with e, e.g. Ipl ΛΚ>Α;ΕΜΗ, Asg AOi^tpe, Asg
Isg EAAAEKS; however, unlike t, t, is not completely absent: in some cases it is
written appropriately (e.g. ορογΑ", Asg AOHCpt); occasionally it substitutes for €,
e.g. Asg cb(c)Tpov (2x, alongside Asg οεοτρογ, Nsg ce(c)Tpa).
— The letter -fe is completely avoided and consistently replaced with e, e.g. Dsg
ΚΛΜΜΑΤΕ, χοτεΛΟ.
3. OUTLINE OF THE PROBLEM
Alongside anonymous AWAte and AKOPAHE, the Situation depicted in N531 involves
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six or seven persons: Ana, her brother Klimjata, her husband Fedor, her (unnamed)
daughter, her (unnamed) son-in-law, a person called Ksnjatin, and, finally, a
person called Voeslav, who may or may not be the same person äs Ana's son-in-
law.
In the opening sentences, Ana asks Klimjata to take action in a conflict between
her and Ksnjatin. Fedor has "chased her out" because he has been apprised that in
his absence Ana and her daughter have accepted liability for Ana's son-in-law and
paid money to a person or persons whose name(s) is/are not mentioned; in addition
he has learned that Ksnjatin has reffered to the two women in strongly derogatory
terms ('whore', 'slut').
In the central part of the letter, Ana teils Klimjata how she expects him to act
towards Ksnjatin; if witnesses turn out to confirm Ksnjatin's position and, most
importantly, if they confirm that she accepted liability for her son-in-law, she is
prepared to face the consequences.
In the final sentences, Ana describes the circumstances under which the money
was paid.
Our principal point of disagreement with the interpretations proposed so far
concerns the role of Ksnjatin. According to the edition what he does is accuse Ana
and her daughter of having disposed of money that was not theirs:
AHHW aaBajia «eHbrn B ροοτ, co6nms.asi sce cymecTByroiune npaßwia. ΟΛΗΕΚΟ
, HTO OH3 pacnopjDKajiacb He CBOHMH ΛΒΗΒΓΒΜΜ, a ΛΒΗΒΓΒΜΗ KocH>rrnHa, npHieM
3TO B oTcyrcTBHe csoero Myaca, κοτοροΜν, KBK STO cjie/iyeT HS cymecTBa fl&na,
flJIH OTflaiH B pOCT ÖHJIH ΠΟργΗβΗΜ KoCHflTHHOM. Πθ BC6H BepOHTHOCTH,
KOCHHTHH 3aiIO,aO3pH.II, HTO ÄOXOfl C 6ΓΟ «6Η6Γ IIOjryHaeTCfl ÖeCKOHTpOJIbHO 3HT6M H BCeH
ceMbeü AHHH. CaMa Anna nopyHHxejieM sä SHTH He 6bma H HaneceHHoe eil ocKop6iieHHe
ciHTaer öeaocHOBaTejibHHM" (ΗΓΒ 7, 133).
Although Zaliznjak is noncommittal about the exact details, äs far äs the central
issue is concerned he adopts the edition's view: "KOCHHTHH oÖBHHaei AHHy B TOM,
HTO OHa nopyffljiacb (daAa pyicy) aa SHTH (B KaKoft-το ero φΗΗ3ΗϋθΒθή
onepauHH)" (ΗΓΒ 8, 213).
In the traditional view, it is because of Ksnjatin's accusations that Fedor has
thrown Ana out on the street. Her letter to Klimjata has to be interpreted äs a
counterattack. This Interpretation strikes us äs unsatisfactory for several reasons, of
which the following are the most important:
First, it necessitates strained interpretations of the meaning of the verb
κτ>3Λθ>ΚΗΤΗ and the noun HSB^ TTI.. These points will be taken up in section 4,
sub (4), (5) and (9).
Second, it fails to make sense of many details. If one takes the letter at face value,
the crucial element of the case äs presented by Ana is her assertion that she had not
accepted liability for her son-in-law, implying that she was under no Obligation to
pay a debt owed by him. Against this background the fact that nevertheless money
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was paid, äs described in the final sentences, remains profoundly mysterious. If, äs
the traditional Interpretation assumes, her wrongdoing consisted in having loaned
her husband's and/or Ksnjatin's money to her son-in-law, the question whether or
not she stood surety for him would seem to be purely academic and the importance
she attaches to the point makes no sense. This is not the only problem. In the last
sentence of the letter, Ana describes how Ksnjatin was quoted äs saying: "I am
sending four dvorjane to get the money". What is the purpose of mentioning this
point? Why does she consider it necessary to go into such a seemingly minor detail
äs the number of subordinates Ksnjatin is sending?
The traditional Interpretation leaves too many elements unexplained to be
regarded äs the final word on the matter.
4. SENTENCE-BY-SENTENCE COMMENTARY
In this section the text will be examined sentence by sentence, starting from the
division into sentences and the translation äs given by Zaliznjak (1995, 345).
(1) + \3 ΑΗί ΠΟΚΛΟ(ΗΟ) κο KAHMATC.
Translation: Οτ ΑΗΗΗ ΠΟΚΠΟΗ
In the opening sentence the wordpoklon is incompletely written (ΠΟΚΛΟ). This is
nothing unusual, cf. ΠΟΚΛΟ (Ν539, N414), ΠΚΛΟΗ-Κ (Ν339), ΠΚΛΟΗΟ (Pskov 7), ΠΟΚΛΙΙΟ
(N65), ΠΟΚΟΜΟ (N177). However, the text contains a striking number of rather
similar mistakes (most of them obvious), some of which were noticed by the person
who wrote the letter and were corrected on the spot. This may show that the letter
was written in a hurry or under pressure (Zaliznjak 1995, 345-346).
N531 has been assumed to be earliest birchbark letters to contain ΠΟΚΛΟΗΤ» in the
opening sentence (Zaliznjak 1995, 345). This important point will be taken up
below (section 6).
The name Klimjata is mentioned in two other birchbark texts that have been
assigned to the final decades of the twelfth or the early part of the thirteenth
Century, so that it has been assumed that the same person was involved (see
Zaliznjak 1995, 343):
— In N725 (final decades of the twelfth or first half of the thirteenth Century),
Remsa requests Klimjata and Pavel to teil the archbishop that he (Remsa) has been
maltreated and deprived of his liberty without being in debt.
— N671 (between the eighties of the twelfth Century and the beginning of the
second decade of the thirteenth) contains a list of persons who have been identified
with some plausibility äs the "xoaaeBa ycafleö, pacnojioxeHHbix noöjiHaocra οτ
nepeicpecTKa ΠροδοΗΗοίί n HepHHUbiHoii yjinu" (Zaliznjak 1995, 348). Janin (äs
reported by Zaliznjak, ibid.) has argued that N671 may list the names of one or two
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persons who are reported by the chronicles to have perished in a military Operation
that took place in 1194. If correct, this Identification has important chronological
consequences. After all, if Klimjata was a "XOSHHH yca/rb6bi" by 1194 at the latest,
he can hardly have been born after 1175 and may have been much older, which
diminishes the likelihood that N531 was written in the latter part of the first half of
the thirteenth Century, äs allowed for by the stratigraphic facts.
However attractive these identifications are, it should be kept in mind that
Klimjata was a common name in medieval Novgorod and that it is likely that other
persons of the same name were around while Ana was alive. Indeed, Klimjata is also
the name of the person who wrote N707, a letter that was found not far away from
N531 in "ycaflbßa Π" of the Trinity Excavation in a stratigraphic position the
edition assigned to the period between the fourth and the eighth decade of the
thirteenth Century (ΗΓΒ 9, 99, 103) and that was later reevaluated äs the final third
of the thirteenth Century (Zaliznjak 1995, 407). Since, äs we have seen, the
stratigraphic facts äs interpreted nowadays leave room for the possibility that N531
was written äs late äs the middle of the thirteenth Century, its Klimjata may have to
be identified rather with the one that wrote N707 than with the one addressed in
N725 and mentioned in N671 (assuming that they are the same person).
(2) epAT£ rocnoAnne, ποπειι,ΛΛογιι ο MOEMO opOYAte KOCHATMHOV.
Translation: Focno^HH 6paT, Bcxynncb sä MCHH περε,π, KOCHHTHHOM B MOBM
(wu: nosaöoxbCH o Moeft τίοκδε c KOCHHTHHOM).
On the syntax of the sentence see Zaliznjak (1995, 347).
With respect to the form and the use of the verbal stem ΠΕΜΛΛ- there is quite a bit
of Variation: the verb can end in -iti and in -ovati, it can be active and reflexive, it
can be construed with the instrumental and with the preposition o, the prefix no-
can be present or absent. Although it is unlikely that all of this Variation was
random, the number of attestations on birchbark is still insufficient to understand
the reasons in all cases. The other examples of active (ΠΟ)Π£ΜΛΛΟΒΑΤΗ ο are used in
such a way that we prefer a translation along the lines of 'take Steps, take action',
see N698/N699, N302, and the examples the dictionaries traditionally translate äs
'xflonoxaxb, npocHTb' (Sreznevskij) or 'xoAaxancxBOBaxb, npocHTb' (C/ioeapb
pyccKozo H3UKa XI-XVH ββ., cf. Zaliznjak 1995, 347).
(3) A HTJHS HSBETA ΕΛλΟγ AK>A6AUi:
Translation: QaejiaH eivry xenepb qepes JiKweii (wu: npH JIIOAHX) [cjieayromee]
aaaB^eHHe o ero HenpaBOxe:
The collocation A Htm^ is usually translated along the lines of 'and now', 'a
xenepb'. In our view such translations are awkward because they suggest a transition
to something new, whereas A Hi.iH'fe nearly always Stresses the continuity with what
went before and can often better be translated äs 'hence, consequently, therefore'.
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For further discussion see section 7.
The rare verb HSB'KTATH is convincingly interpreted by Zaliznjak äs 'aaaBHTb o
HbeM-jiHÖo npaBOHapyiueHHH, npe^ tHBHTb xano6y, oÖBHHemie' (ΗΓΒ 8, 177). It
was recognized in the edition already (ΗΓΒ 7, 131) that ΗΒΒΓΓΑ is to be read äs an
imperative (cf. also ΗΓΒ 8, 177).
The form «Moy refers to Ksnjatin. As a matter of fact all unspecified third persons
singular of Ana's letter can be interpreted äs referring to him.
The form ΑΜΑ^Η <ljud'mi> combines two difficulties. First, the semantics of
ΛΚ>Α« are very unspecific: in addition to just meaning 'people', it occurs with such
specialized values äs 'witnesses' or 'subordinates'; some of the instances of ΛΙΟΑΜ that
occur further on clearly refer to witnesses. Second, the prepositionless instrumental is
without serious parallele. That it is unlikely to be a superficial mistake, äs was
assumed by the edition (ΗΓΒ 7, 131), is shown by the second attestation of
prepositionless ΛΚ>Α(ΜΗ further on in the same letter (ΗΓΒ 8, 177). Whereas ten years
ago, Zaliznjak (ibid.) argued that ΛΚ>Α«ΜΗ can be understood äs 'in the presence of
witnesses', he now prefers an Interpretation äs 'icpea jnoaeö' (1995, 347), without,
however, completely rejecting his earlier view. We prefer to stick to the earlier
Interpretation, which, though not so far attested elsewhere, is best in accordance with
the fact that the other instances of AK>A« in the text can most plausibly be interpreted
äs 'witnesses', in particular the second instance
(4) "ΚΑΚΟ ecH BOSAOXHAO πορογκογ HA MOKJ cecrpoi/· H HA A0|4EPb 6Μ> HABOBAAO ECH
Cb(c)rpOY MO w KO(Y)POBOK) H A°Hep£ ΕΛΑΑΕΜ, Α HI>IHCU,A .^ΕΑΟ(ΡΟ) npbexABO,
OYCATJUIABO το CAOBO H ΒΤ.ΙΓΟΗΔΛΟ ςί(ς)τρογ MOW H χοτίΛΟ ΠΟΤΑΤΗ".
Translation: "Ilocjie xoro, KaK TH OÖBHHKUI B nopywrejibCTBe MOK> ceerpy H
ee, HasBaji cecxpy MOIO KypBoro (menee eeponmno: κοροΒΟκι), a
, το xenept Φε^  (Φε^ ορ), npnexaBuin n ycjiHiiiaB 06 STOM
cecrpy MOIO n χοτεπ yönrb".
This is the beginning of the HSB-KTT» Ana wishes Klimjata to pronounce.
In view of the fact that the person who wrote the letter simplifies double letters
(e.g. GpAu,«), in accordance with what is usual on birchbark, it is conceivable that we
have to read m (H) HASOBAAO. This does not affect the Interpretation of the text.
The principal problem here is BOSAOKHAO πορογκογ, which Zaliznjak interprets äs
'accused of having accepted liability (or having put up bau) for somebody'. In order
for this Interpretation to be possible, the frequent verb ΒΤ^ΛΟΚΗΤΗ has to be read äs
'adduce, put forward', a value that is otherwise unattested and that is postulated on
the basis of the attested meanings of BtsßecTH (ΗΓΒ 8, 213).
In our view this strained reading is an undesirable consequence of the
conception of Ksnjatin's role introduced by the edition. Let us see what happens
if we take the text literally. The verb Bt3AO>KtiTH means, äs one would expect on the
basis of the meanings of its component parts, 'put on top of ; when combined with
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abstract objects (e.g. prerogatives, tasks, punishments) this basic meaning yields
values like 'assign, impose, bürden with'. If one translates the phrase BOSAWKHAO
πορογκογ HA MOKJ cscTpoy H HA Aou,ep>> tu äs literally äs possible in accordance with
the attested meanings of BtaAOJKHTH one gets 'imposed liability on my sister and her
daughter', or 'burdened my sister and her daughter with liability', implying that
what Ksnjatin has done is put the ladies in a position that they stood surety for
somebody and therefore had to pay a debt owed by him or her to Ksnjatin.
This explains why Ana denies so vigorously that she has accepted liability for a
third party, despite the fact that ultimately the money was paid: apparently she was
left with no choice.
It turns out that Ksnjatin has done two things:
(a) He has forced Ana and her daughter to stand surety for a third party. Later
on it will become clear that the third party is Ana's son-in-law and that the
ladies have actually parted with a substantial sum of Fedor's money.
(b) He has used abusive language with respect to the two ladies.
Faced with these facts, Fedor has "chased her away". Although the former point
is presumably the central issue, the addition of the latter point is by no means a
superfluous embellishment: äs was pointed out by the edition already (ΗΓΒ 7, 132),
calling a married woman a slut was a serious offense. If Ana can make her
accusation stick, Ksnjatin will have to pay a considerable fme.
As for CAOBO, it, like ΛΚ>Α*>Ε, is a very unspecific word. Apart from meaning 'word',
'letter', 'the gift of Speech' it can refer to almost any type of oral or written
utterance, e.g. 'homily, advice, conflict, permission, order'. What does it refer to
here? We are told that Ana's husband Fedor came home, heard "το CAOBO" and
chased his wife away. Presumably το CAOBO somehow refers to the dispute between
Ksnjatin and Ana.
(5) Λ ΗΊΛΜίμΑ, rocnoyvHHe epATe, COTA^AKO co BOE(C)AABOMO, MOAOBH eMoy: "ΤΑΚΟ CCH
Β03Λ05ΚΗΛΟ TO CAOBO, TAKO<KO> AOKeAH"·
Translation: A Tenepi>, rocno^ HH 6paT, nocoBCTOBaBUiHCb c BoecnaBOM,
CKaaoi eMy (KocHHTHHy): "Paa TH BOSBCJI axo oÖBHHemie, TaK floicaxH".
Then Ana asks Klimjata to confer or, more probably (given the value of the
attestations of ΟΉΓΛΑΑΤΗ in Sre/nevskij), to come to an arrangement with a person
called Voeslav. We are not told who he is2.
The collocation "BOSAOJKHAO το CAOBO" combines two problematic words we have
come across already. If here again, το CAOBO is interpreted äs the dispute between
Ksnjatin and Ana, we find that what Ana wants Klimjata to express is the fact that
Ksnjatin has "imposed that dispute" on her and her daughter.
The form TAKOKO has traditionally been read äs ΤΑΚΟ, with the syllable κο written
twice by mistake (ΗΓΒ 7, 132; ΗΓΒ 8, 213; Zaliznjak 1995, 345). We would like to
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suggest that κο may be the well-known particle: modern Russian κα, also amply
attested äs κο. Whereas in modern Russian we would expect the particle to follow
the imperative, here it is placed after ΤΑΚΟ in accordance with Wackernagel's rule
(see Zaliznjak's discussion in ΗΓΒ 9, 280-298). The position and use of κο has a
parallel in the following sentence from N109: A ntme KA noctAH κτ. ΤΟΜΟΥ <ν\ογ>κ£ΒΗ
πρΑΜΟτογ, ΐ ΛΗ ογ Nero ροΒΑ 'send therefore a letter to that man, [to see] if the slave
girl is with him/if he has a slave girl'.
Zaliznjak translates the sentence Ana wants Klimjata to pronounce äs 'Pas TH
BO3B6JI 3TO oÖEHHCHHe, xaK flOKaaoi'. Although this yields satisfactory sense it does
not stand in a very obvious relationship with the original sentence äs read nowadays.
The construction of the sentence (ΤΑΚΟ ..., ΤΑΚΟ ...) is sufficiently unusual to
consider the possibility that the sentence Ana wants Klimjata to pronounce ends
with CAOBO: "ΤΑΚΟ CCH BOSAOJKHAO το CAOBO" 'that is the way you (Ksnjatin) have
imposed that conflict', and that the words ΤΑΚΟ κο Α°κεΑΗ are intended for Klimjata:
'that is the way you (Klimjata) have to prove [the case]', 'that is the way I want you
to proceed'.
By the way, äs far äs we can judge it is by no means certain that the reading
AOBEA« corresponds to the intentions of the person who wrote the letter. Between AO
and B6AM the facsimile given by the edition shows a conspicuous gap into which
three (or perhaps two or four) letters could have fitted; actually something is visible
both immediately after AO (a vertical dash) and immediately before BCAM (a c-like
formation). There are no similar gaps elsewhere in the text. All this diminishes the
chance that AO and BCAH belong together. This point will have to be looked into by
people who have access to the original text.
(6) A>K6 TM Β030ΜΟΛΟΒΗ KOCNATHNO: "ΑΑΛΑ ρΟγΚΟγ <Λ> 3Α 3ΑΤί", TTJ JKE,
t, ΜΟΛΟΒΜ ε/ν\ο(γ) ΤΑΚΟ: "ο>κε εογΑΟγ AWAH HA MOW ci»(c)TpOY (ο>κε
ΛΚ3Α", npH ΚΟΜΟ ΚΟγΑΟγ ΑΑΛΑ ρΟγΚΟγ 3Α 3ΑΤ£), ΤΟ ΤΕ Α BÖ
Translation: ECJIH xe CKaxex KOCHHTHH: "Ona nopy^miacb aa SHTH", — το
ΤΗ, rocnoflHH öpaTeu,, CKaxH eny ΊΆΚ: "ECJIH öyrryr CBnaexenH nporas Moeft
cecrpL·!, ecjiH öysyr CBHflexejiH, npH KÖM ona (6yKB.: H) nopy^nnacb aa SHTH, το
BHHa na Heft (6yKB.: Ha MHC)".
This introduces the last of the dramatis personae: it turns out that the person
whose debt to Ksnjatin is at the center of the letter is Ana's son-in-law. We may
wonder if he is the same äs the person called Voeslav, with whom Ana wants
Klimjata to confer or come to some arrangement. It is easy to come up with reasons
why contact between Klimjata and Ana's son-in-law may have been judged
desirable. It may have been necessary to hear his Version of what had happened, or
to agree to a common course of action, or to get him to put up the money himself,
or perhaps even to prevail upon him to give himself up willingly to Ksnjatin3.
However, it is not completely excluded that Voeslav was somebody eise, e.g. a
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prominent citizen whose help may have been judged necessary4.
According to Ksnjatin, Ana "ΑΑΛΑ ρογκογ a* SÄTE", i.e. was legally responsible
for her son-in-law; if Ksnjatin is right he was entitled to the money and if it would
turn out that Ana has acted without Fedor's consent that is not his (Ksnjatin's)
Problem.
The Situation whereby persons accept liability for others or are otherwise under
an Obligation to pay money owed by others (often members of their family) to third
parties is quite common on birchbark. In some cases people that have been forced
to pay money hold, like Ana, that it is all a mistake and that in actual fact they are
under no Obligation to pay anything, whatever other people may think, cf. N235:
"(...) CE >KAA1>KE nOCAAB*b ABETHHKA ^ ORA <dl>Va>, H IlOrpABHAA ΜΑ BT» BpATHH y\OAPb
<dolge>. Λ A [H« ιφρ^ μεκε JKA^ K^ ." Ί state that Zadke has sent two jabetniks, who
have robbed nie because of my brother's debt. But I am not formally responsible
[for my brother] vis-a-vis Zadke'5.
The fact that Fedor has chased Ana away shows that ifshe has taken on this
Obligation she should not have done so without his authorization. Ana, however,
denies having having done so at all.
(7) Ttl ΠΑΚΟ, EpATE, HCn-UTABO, KOTOpOE CAOBO (BO)3BEAO HA ΜΑ Η flOpOlfKOlf, A
"Α ΤΟΜΟ, ΤΟΚΕ HE Ct(c)TpA, A ΜΟίρΚΕΒΗ HE iKEHA.
Translation: Koma xe TM, 6paT, nposepmub, B Kaioix cjiosax H [B
OH (KocHaTHH) MCHH OÖBHHHJI, το, CCJIH HaiuryrcH
STO, — a Te6e ne cecrpa, a Myxy He xena.
To make sure that Klimjata understands her intentions perfectly at this point (the
central issue), Ana repeats it in different words and from a slightly different angle:
Klimjata has to look into the "case" (arguments, facts etc.) Ksnjatin has against her
and if it is confirmed by witnesses, she will regard the ties that exist between herseif
and her next-of-kin äs broken.
The frequent verb ßi>3BecTn means primarily 'lead upward'. The verb does not
appear often in legal contexts, but the derived meaning 'lead [an army] in the field'
is sometimes metaphorically extended to 'adduce' (witnesses or a 'case'), äs in the
modern German expression ins Feld führen, cf. the examples adduced by Zaliznjak
(ΗΓΒ 8, 213).
Zaliznjak (1995, 347) rightly Stresses the conventional character of the sentiment
expressed in τόκε HE ce(c)TpA, A Μογ>κεΒΜ HE JKEHA, referring specifically to N644.
(8) Ttl >KE ΜΑ Μ ΠΟΤΕΗΗ, HE 3CpA HA ΛτβΑΟρΑ.
Translation: TH xe ivtena H yöen, HC ΓΛΗΛΗ na Φε^ ορ3 (τ.ε. He npHHHMaa ero
BO BHHMaHHe).
This is a continuation of the previous sentence. It shows that Ana is convinced of
the correctness of her position.
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(9) H ΛΑΑΛΛ ΛΛΟΑ A<>HH KOlfHtl ΛΙΟΑΕΜΗ C tl3KETOMO, Λ 3AKAA/*,A ClpOCHAA.
Translation: A aaBajia MOH AO^B ΛΒΗΒΓΗ nepea jnofleft (wu: npH JIKWIX), c
oötHBJieHHeM H xpeöoBajia
At this point the reader may wonder: if Ana is right in holding that she was under
no Obligation to pay her son-in-law's debt, why was the money paid nevertheless?
The remaining part of the letter is devoted to this fundamental issue.
In the first of the two sentences Ana states that her daughter has given the money
under circumstances that lessen her guilt in two ways:
First, she has publicly expressed her disagreement. The traditional Interpreta-
tion, which implies that Ana's daughter gave the money willingly, forces Zaliznjak
to assume that "no-Bnn,HMOMy" she used the word MSß'bTt "B öonee oömeM
" (ΗΓΒ 8, 177), which is awkward considering the fact that the verb
is used in its technically correct meaning earlier on in the letter. It now
turns out to be unnecessary.
Second, she has demanded a collateral, which, if granted, would presumably
have converted the transaction into a loan. Note that the same witnesses that can
testify to her MSB^ TT, can testify she did demand a collateral.
(10) π Π030ΒΑΛΟ Μειιε BÖ norocTo; H A30 πρ(ιι)εχΛΛΑ, οχ« OHO ΠΟΕ^ΛΛΟ προι^ ε, Α p«KA
ΤΑΚΟ: Α30 COAW 4 ABOPAHO no rpHBeiie
Translation: A OH (KOCHHTHH) ΒΗΒΒΒΛ MCHH B norocx, H a npaexana, noxoMy
TTO OH yexan co cjioBaMH: "Ά uuiio Herapex ÄBOPHH [BSHTB c Ka>KiK>ro H3
o6BHHHeMbix (?)] no rpHBHe cepe6pa".
The final sentence of the letter is the most difficult of all. Indeed in our opinion a
single unique Interpretation is probably unattainable. Nevertheless the sentence
contains important Information that casts light on the nature of the conflict and the
behaviour of the participants.
To begin with, the word pogost and the fact that Ksnjatin has the authority to
summon Ana to the pogost strongly suggest that Ksnjatin is a travelling tax-collector
("ΑΑΗΙ>ΗΗΚΤ>") rather along the lines of the person called Sava, who wrote N724. If
that is true, the money Ana's son-in-law owes Ksnjatin is probably taxes he was
unable or unwilling to pay. The fact that it is not Ana herseif, but her daughter who
has turned over the money (although the money is obviously Fedor's) is probably a
consequence of the fact that it is the daughter's husband whose debt is at issue.
The word pogost also suggests that the whole affair takes place not in Novgorod
itself but somewhere eise in the Novgorod lands. If Ksnjatin is a travelling tax-
collector, äs we think he is, he has probably moved on already and can be contacted
only in Novgorod, which is one of the reasons why Ana writes to Klimjata, who
probably lived in Novgorod, where N531 was found.
Note however that the essence of the story does not change if the debt would turn
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out to be a private one.
Furthermore, there is Information in the final words of the letter. In the
traditional Interpretation, rptmtNE is a Dsg depending on no in its distributive
meaning. The problem about this view is that it implies that the final sentence is
excessively elliptic, äs is illustrated also by Zaliznjak's translation. The sentence
makes however perfect sense if rpußene is taken äs an Apl depending on no in its
meaning 'in order to get', äs used in several other Novgorod birchbark letters
(notably N8 and N345). It can then be translated quite literally äs follows: "Ά ιιυιιο
nexbipex ,ΖΓΒΟΡΗΗ aa rpHBHaMH cepe6pa". This explains why Ana's daughter-in-law
turned over the money at all: she was intimidated. The numeral is essential and
provides a third reason lessening Ana's daughter's guilt: faced with the prospect that
Ksnjatin would send äs many äs four subordinates she had no alternative but to
band over the money.
Finally, the fact that Ksnjatin refers to the money äs "ΓΡΗΒΕΗΕ cb(pe)epA" shows
that it is a substantial sum.
Despite all this, the meaning of the passage remains to some degree conjectural.
The Stretch "H ΠΟΒΟΒΑΛΟ MEHE BÖ ποπκτο" obviously means 'he summoned me to
the pogosf. The 'he' is Ksnjatin. The stressed form Mtnt (used in preference to the
clitic form MA) opposes Ana to her daughter, who is the subject of the previous
sentence (see on this point Zaliznjak 1995, 346).
The Stretch "H A30 ΠΡ(Η)ΕΧΑΛΑ" obviously means 'and I (Ana) came/arrived'. But
where was it that she came/arrived? Against the background of the previous
sentence it is most likely that it was the pogost.
The Stretch "ο>κε OHO ποεχΑΛΟ πρου,ε, A ρεκΑ ΤΑΚΟ: (...)" means 'because he (had)
left, uttering the following words: (...)'. Where was it that he spoke those words? At
Anna's, after summoning her to come to the pogosf! At the pogost, before travelling
on to some other place? We prefer the former possibility, but the latter is not
excluded.
It is difficult to be sure about the question why Anna is writing all this. One
Interpretation (on which however we do not insist) is the following: the fact that
Ana has been at the pogost can be misinterpreted äs a sign of willingness to go along
with Ksnjatin. She explains that she could not afford to disregard Ksnjatin's
summons because on leaving her he had threatened to use force.
5. FACTUAL BACKGROUND: TRANSLATION
We can now see what happened. At a moment when Fedor was away from home,
Ksnjatin demanded from Ana and her daughter that they pay a debt Ana's son-in-
law owed him, claiming that they had accepted liability for him. The women were
unwilling to comply with Ksnjatin's demand, denying that they had any
responsibility in the matter and knowing füll well that they were not in a position
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to take on such a weighty Obligation without Fedor's consent. However, when
Ksnjatin threatened to use force Ana's daughter turned over the money, taking care
to do so in a way that showed she was acting under duress. During his dealings with
the two women, Ksnjatin was heard to use some powerful invective.
Some time after all this had happened, Fedor came home, heard that Ana and
her daughter had paid his son-in-law's debt out of his money and threw Ana out on
the street, threatening to kill her on the spot. This forced Ana to ask her brother to
take matters in hand.
Our interpretation given above yields the following English translation, which is
intended äs a crib and does not pretend to be idiomatic:
From Ana a greeting to Klimjata.
Brother and lord, take action in my lawsuit vis-a-vis Ksnjatin. Accuse him in front of people
[i.e. witnesses] [äs follows]: "Since you have imposed liability on my sister and her daughter
and have called my sister a whore and her daughter a slut, Fedo[r], after coming home and
hearing about that case, has thrown my sister out and has wanted to kill her".
Then, lord and brother, after coming to an arrangement with Voeslav, teil him [Ksnjatin]:
"That is the way you have imposed that case". That is the way you have to prove [the case]. If
Ksnjatin says: "She accepted liability for her son-in-law", then you, brother and lord, teil him
this: "If there turn out to be people [i.e. witnesses] against my sister" [here the viewpoint shifts
from Klimjata to Ana] — if there turn out to be people in whose presence I accepted liability
for my son-in-law, — then I am guilty. You from your part, brother, after investigating what
case and liability he has adduced against me and if it turns out that there are people [i.e.
witnesses] confirming it, [I am] not your sister and not my husband's wife; kill me then
without heeding Fedor.
My daughter gave the money in front of people [i.e.witnesses], registering protest and
demanding a collateral. I (for my part) was summoned to the pogost and went there because he
[Ksnjatin] left [me], saying: "I am sending four dvoijaneto get those silver grivna's".
6. MODERN FEATURES OF N531
Assuming the correctness of the traditional hypothesis that N531 was written in the
decades immediately preceding or following 1200, it is the earliest birchbark letter
to use ΠΟΚΛΟΗΤ, in the opening formula (see, e.g., Worth 1984, 322, cf. also Worth
1990, 440, Figure 2; Zaliznjak 1995, 345, cf. the table, o.e., 31). This point requires
some discussion in the light of the changed evaluation of the stratigraphic evidence
(see section 2).
The only attestation of ΠΟΚΛΟΝΤ* of possibly similar age occurs in Tver' l (Zilina
1987), which has been assigned to the end of the twelfth or the first quarter of
thirteenth Century (Zaliznjak 1995, 377). For two reasons the corroborative value of
the Tver' attestation is however limited. First, epistolary conventions cannot be
expected to have been everywhere at all times the same, particularly in periods of
change. Second, against the background of the fact (noted above, section 2) that
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even in the case of Novgorod, stratigraphic dates are subject to constant (if
relatively minor) modifications, it would be foolish to be very confident about
Tver', which has been much less thoroughly researched.
The other early attestations of ΠΟΚΛΟΗ-Κ are:
— N600, which like N531 was originally assigned to the end of the twelfth or
the first quarter of the thirteenth Century (ΗΓΒ 8, 60) or the years 1196-1213
(ΗΓΒ 8, 309), has since been shifted to the period between the second and the
fourth decade of the thirteenth Century (Zaliznjak 1995, 385).
— N199 and N147 have both always been assigned to the twenties or thirties of
the thirteenth Century (Zaliznjak 1995, 386, 388, cf. ΗΓΒ 8, 307). Of these two
documents, N199, which belongs to the celebrated collection of birchbark
documents attributed to 'ivranb^ HK ΟΗΦΗΜ', is particularly important because it
shows that at the time it was written, children who were being taught to write
had to produce opening formulas containing
After the middle of the thirteenth Century ποκΛθΗ-t is quite frequent, cf. N707
(nowadays assigned to the final third of the thirteenth Century), N481, N148,
N412, Pskov 7, N395, N328, N67, N65, N55, to mention texts that were written in
the second half of the thirteenth Century or the early years of the fourteenth.
In other words, the earliest convincing attestations of ΠΟΚΛΟΗΊ. do not predate the
twenties of the thirteenth Century and may well be one or two decades younger
(N600, N199, N147).
Since we know Ana has a grown-up daughter, she has reached an age at which
she cannot be expected to run ahead of her time with respect to behavioural
conventions. Note also in this connection that the Klimjata who wrote N707 used
ΠΟΚΛΟΗΊ», like Ana, whereas the letter from Remsa to Klimjata and Pavel (N725)
prefers ΠΟΚΛΛΝΑΗΜ (on these letters see further section 4 sub (1)).
In several other respects, too, N531 has a somewhat modern look:
(1) It combines a clear preference for the non-dialectal o-stem msc Nsg in -δ
with the use of the dialectal Gsg and NApl ending -e. As one of us has shown
elsewhere (Vermeer 1997, 40-42), this pattern is very frequent from the second
quarter of the thirteenth Century onwards. Earlier examples are sporadic and may
not reflect systematic preferences.
(2) It contains two examples of loss of final -/: το τε <to tb> and the imperative
ΜΟΛΟΒΕ (corrected on the spot into ΜΟΛΟΚΜ). The earliest text in which loss of final
*-/ in the particle ti is attested is N502 (second half of the twelfth Century); the value
of the attestation is diminished by the fact that the text is not written in the
Novgorod dialect. The next attestation is found in N705, a text that stratigraphically
belongs to the first half of the thirteenth Century, but opens with ΠΟΚΛΑΗΑΝΗΕ and is
slightly more archaic than N531 in other respects äs well7. A further example
appears only in the final decades of the thirteenth Century: N41 1. At later stages the
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phenomenon is quite common. (See further ΗΓΒ 9, 304-308 and the relevant
entries of the vocabulary in Zaliznjak 1995). The earliest example of loss of -/' in the
imperative (Staraja Russa 10) is problematic because the text is not from Novgorod
and has an unusual orthography. Other examples are all quite late. (See further
ΗΓΒ 8, 144-145; Zaliznjak 1995, 121). Note in this connection also the loss of the
final vowel in ΠΑΚΟ <pakb>, corresponding to earlier ΠΑΚ-W or π ΑΚΗ (cf. Zaliznjak
1995, 420).
(3) The text has two attestations of line-final word division after a consonant:
KOCHATMH|OY, ti|<x30BAAO. This practice is exceptional before the second quarter of the
thirteenth Century and fairly regulär later on (see Schaeken 1995, 95-97).
The use of ΠΟΚΛΟΗΤ. and the concentration of other relatively recent features in
N531 provide an important reason to consider the possibility that the letter was
written in the decades between 1220 and 1250, which, äs we have seen, is allowed
by the stratigraphic evidence äs interpreted nowadays. This would mean that N531
is not an "early" birchbark text in the sense of ΗΓΒ 8, 91 and that it belongs in
"Paaaeji B" of Zaliznjak (1995).
7. THE USE OF A HTJtrb
As was indicated above (section 4 sub (3)), if the collocation Λ ΗΊ>ΙΝΪ is translated äs
'and/but now' or 'a Tenepb', the result can be awkward. Consider the following
example:
N109. (...) κογπΜΛΐ> ecn ροκογ ΠΛΤ,ΧΚΟΒΕ, Α ΝΤΛΝΕ ΜΑ κι. TOMT. ΑΛΑ Κ-ΚΝΑΠΛΝΗ. Α
HtlHE CA ΛΡ°Υ;ΚΗΗΛ ΠΟ ΜΑ ΠΟρΟγΜΗΛΑ. Α H'hIHe ΚΑ ΠΟΟΤ,ΛΗ Kt ΤΟΜΟγ ΜΟγΧΕΒΠ
ΓρΑΜΟΤΟγ, £ ΛΗ Ογ ΝίΓΟ pOBA. (...)
The fragment contains three attestations of A H-wne; if each attestation is
translated äs 'and now', we get: "You bought a/the slave girl in Pskov. And now the
princess has arrested me because of that. And now the druzina has put up bau for
me. And now send that man a letter, to ask ...". This translation obviously does not
make optimal sense. The first and second now actually refer to different points in
time, which is awkward. Moreover, the coherence of the sequence of actions
disappears from sight under the impression of mere juxtaposition created by the use
of and now.
As for the third A ntme, it is worthy of note that in other texts, too, a H-WH« is
often used to introduce imperatives; in such cases the text preceding A Htint
contains the background or motivation for the request or order expressed by the
imperative. The translation 'and now' suggests that there is no connection with the
preceding text, which is awkward. This holds for two of the three attestations in
N531 and for such examples äs:
N167. (...). MO KH, rocnoAHHe, nonen,eAn,\ecA [M]OPOHAMH. A Η(Η)ΗΙ> ROCAH CKOH
MOAOEEKt.
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N135. (...) u,o K'UAO >KHBOTA ΤΒΟΚΓΟ Μ ΜΟΚΓΟ, το BC« ΒΒΑΛΗ, A CAMOPO CMepTkio
ΚΑ3ΗΗΛΗ. Λ ηοηεμε, ocnoAnti(e), ncivJAecb A'feTtM'b MOHMH.
The phenomenon is far from being exceptional; it is also found in N317, N477,
N538, undoubtedly also in N231 and possibly in N272. Translations that imply
discontinuity in such cases are at variance with the manifest intentions of the
Originals.
8. THE USE OF o*e
There are thirty-seven attestations of OM« in thirty texts. In six cases the text is
excessively fragmentary or otherwise uninformative and Zaliznjak refrains from
providing a translation (N107, N400, N430, N232, N347, N385). In two thirds of
the attestations that have been translated the modern Russian equivalent given is
'ecjiH1. In the remaining third of the cases various other equivalents are given, most
of which reflect an Interpretation äs a relative pronoun 'what', shading into a
conjunction 'given the fact that, because'. A closer examination of the examples
shows that this picture is somewhat misleading.
Since a relation exists between the value of OJKE and the tense of the clause
introduced by it we are going to deal separately with the different types of cases. To
begin with there are fifteen examples of a past tense.
N752. (...) A Bt CW N6A*EAIO l^ tTT. A° MbHb 3*hAA HMtiUlH, 0)Kt €[c]tt ΚΉ «tlTt Ν[>
ΠρΗ]χθΑΗΛΤ>? (...)
The woman who wrote the letter is wondering why the recipient has failed to
turn up when she expected him. Translation: Ήτο aa 3Jio ΤΗ προτπΒ Μ6ΗΗ
HMeeuib, HTO B 3Ty He^enHD (wiu\ B STO BOCKpecenbe) TM κο MHe He ΠΡΗΧΟΛΚΠ?'
This translation incorporates the value 'given the fact that'. The value 'if is out of
the question because the recipient's failure to turn up is the subject of the letter and
is treated äs given.
N605. (...) Λ COpOAVK ΜΗ, 0>Κ€ ΜΗ ΛΗχΟ ΛΛΊΛΒΛΑΙΙΙΕ (...)
The monk who wrote the letter is explaining why he has failed to honour an
appointment. The tone and substance of the letter suggest that the recipient is very
angry about this. Translation: Ά aaaopno MHC, HTO TH ajioe MHC roßopmi'. Since
the negative attitude of the recipient is treated äs given, 'if is impossible.
N105. + \S ctMtKA κτ> κογΛΟττκκ-^ . ο>κ£ το MCH KASAAE HecT»A"fe B'feBepHML· τπχτ.
ΑΪ;ΛΑ, ΚΟΛΗ το 6CM πριιχοΛΗΛε ΒΤ. ρογς[>] CT. Λα3ΐ.(Β)κτ»ΜΤ>, ΤΤ>ΓΤ»Α'|> ΒΤ^ΒΑΛ« o\f MEHE
ΛΑ31>ΒΚΕ nCpCACA<XB[b]A'E.
Translation: Ήτο [KacaeTCH ΤΟΓΟ, ΗΤΟ] TM roBopun Hec^e προ TeaeHbrn, το ...'
Here again, 'if would yield nonsense. On το see Zaliznjak in ΗΓΒ 8, 160.
N603. (...) Kid BEAAETA, oxe A TAJKE m ΑΟΚΤ>ΙΛ£. TA>KA RAUIA, (...)
Translation: ΈΗ (asoe) 3HaeTe, HTO a ΤΗΧΟΜ HC BbiHrpaji. Tnxöa Bama'. This is
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one of two cases in which ox« has been interpreted äs introducing an object clause
depending on a verb of knowing. Although this Interpretation is conceivable (there
is a parallel in N548), we would like to draw attention to the possibility of the
following reading: BTJ BEAAETA: OSKE A TAJKC nt AOBtiAe, ΤΑΪΚΑ BALUA. "You know:
since I did not win the law-suit, the law-suit is yours'. Whichever solution is correct,
it is obvious that 'if would not yield acceptable sense.
N603. (...) ΗΊ.ΙΗΕΗΑ >KEHA ΜΟΑ ΒΑΠΛΑΤΗΛΑ 20 rpHBHt, ο>κε ECTI> ποοογΛΗΛΗ
Α(Λ)Κ(ΤΛ)ΑΤ>ΚΗ κ«(Α3Κ>)·
This is the continuation of the previous example. Translation: Tenepb xena MOH
aaruiaTHJia 20 rpHBen, κοτορκε BH nocyjimiH (wiu: κοτορκε nocyjiHjra) KHHSIO
flaBbijjy'. This is the only example in which the translation has 'κοτορκή', which is
a natural extension of the value 'what'. Alternatively, ο>κε could mean 'in view of the
fact that'. Obviously, 'if would yield nonsense.
N531. (...) M ABO ΠΡ(Η)ΕΧΑΛΑ, ο>κε OHO ποεχΑΛΟ προμε, Α ρεκΑ ΤΑΚΟ: "ASO COAIO 4
ABOpAHO ΠΟ rpHBEHE Ct(pe)ßpA".
This passage was treated in section 4, sub (10). Despite the uncertainty about
what exactly Ana tries to express, 'if is obviously out of the question.
N222. (...) ΕΑΟγ c ΗΗΛΛΟ, o>Kk ΜΑ ΤΑΤΜΛΟ [ΠΟ]ΟΤΛΒΗΛΗ. (...)
Translation: 'eay c HHM, noxoMy HTO OHH nocTaemiH MCHH B nojroaceHHe Bopa'.
Here again, 'if would not yield coherent sense.
In all seven examples 'if is impossible. The remaining eight examples of ο>κε
combined with a past tense are all to varying degrees ambiguous. This holds in the
first place for a series of three examples in which the verb in the clause beginning
with ο>κε has a meaning like 'seil' or 'trade':
Staraja Russa 8. (...) οχ« >κε «n ΙΦΟΛΛΛΛ, το ΒΊ»ΑΑΗ ce<v\o\f Α^Τ^ΚΑΜΟ^ (...)
PskOY 6. (...) npO ΒΕΛΟγ. 0>K€ KCT€ H€ CTOpOrOKAAC, TO npHCAHTe CO npOCTA, 3AHOAA
ογ HACO κογπΛΑ ecTs BtAe. (...)
Vitebsk l. \S CTKIIÄHA κο ΗΟΚΗΛΟΒΗ. ox<e ecn προΑΑΛΟ nopirti, A κογπκ ΜΗ ΧΗΤΑ SA 6
rpHBeHO. ΑΛΗ υ,ΐΓΟ KH HE npOAAAO, A ΠΟΟΛΗ ΜΗ ΛΗΙί,ΐΜί. ΑΛΗ ΚΗ HpOAAAO, A Α^^ρΟ
CtTBOpA ΟγΚΟγΠΗ ΜΗ »ΗΤΑ.
Although in all three cases the translation has 'ecjin', it is obvious that Ήτο
[Kacaexca]' and 'noxoMy HTO' would also have been possible because it is unclear
whether the writers of the letters are reacting to a known fact or providing for a
contingency.
In the case of Vitebsk l, 'ecjin', though possible, does not yield an optimal
outcome. Zaliznjak translates the letter äs follows: Ότ Cxenana κ Hesöury. ECJIH
TH npoflaji oae>Kzry, Kyrra MHe HHM6HH na 6 rpHBeH. ECJIH xe qero-HHÖyÄb eme He
npoflan, το nouiJiH MHC caMH STH Ββιιπι. ECJIH xe npojjaji, CAejian MHJIOCTL·, KynH
MH6 H^MCHa'.
Zaliznjak draws attention to the curious fact that in this Interpretation the final
sentence appears to repeat the beginning of the letter, which runs contrary to
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normal birchbark practice. Hence we prefer a translation based on Ήχο':'(...) As for
the clothes you have sold, buy for me barley for [the] six grivny. If there is
something you have not sold, send it to me äs it is. But if you have sold [it,
something], please, buy barley for me'.
Our reconstruction of the background is the following: Nezil has left with a
certain amount of "πορττ>ι". He has written to Stepan that he has already sold a
portion of the "πορττ>ι", asking for instructions what to do with the six grivny he has
received. Stepan instructs him to buy barley for it and then turns to the portion of
the "ηορττ»ι" that had not yet been sold when Nezil asked for instructions and teils
him to send back anything that has not yet been sold and buy barley for money he
has received for such "πορττ»ι" äs he has sold8. This eliminates the repetition that
Zaliznjak rightly objects to.
N439. (...) OiKt TH HE Β03ΑΛΟ MATEC ΚΑΠΗ, ΒΟΛΟΚΗ w co npoifCOMO κο Λ\Η£. (...)
The example resembles the three previous ones. Here again, the translation has
'ecjin', but 'in view of the fact that', 'with respect to the fact that' or 'since, because'
would have been equally possible.
N627. (...) ο>κε ECH SAGIJAE Moero Α<>ΒΡθΑίΑΗΗΑ, α ΠΡΗΟΛΑΤΗ ΤΗ (...)
Translation: ΤΗ, MOJKCT ΟΗΤΒ, aaöbui, KaK H xe6e flejiaji flo6po, a TH flOJDKBH
npHCJiaxb...'. This free translation probably reflects an Interpretation along the lines
of 'In view of the fact that you have forgotten about my benefaction, [I want to
remind you that] you have to send ...'.
N222. (...) WKb TH Hb. Eh>KAAH ΚΟΛΟΒΑΓΚ, Oif TkBb >KphKh6, CKOTk ΠΟ AlOAhMO. (...)
Since the Situation is unclear, both 'ecjin' (Zaliznjak's choice) and 'since,
because' are possible.
In the case of N400 and N430 too little Information has been preserved and
Zaliznjak rightly refrains from offering a translation.
The number of attestations of oxe combined with an (imperfective) present tense
is limited and most of them are ambiguous:
N644. (...) A HE cecTpA A BAMO, oa« ΤΑΚΟ Α^ΛΑΕΤΕ, HE ncnpABHTb ΜΗ ΗΗΊΕΤΟ >κε.
C..)9
Translation: Ά [xoma] a BaM ne cecrpa, CCJIH BH xax nocxynaexe, HC
HcnojiHnexe ΛΠΗ Men« HHHero!' In our view a translation äs 'in view of the fact
that, because' is also possible, perhaps even preferable. After all, the woman who
wrote the letter is reacting to the fact that the recipient has not so far delivered the
goods she has ordered.
N548. (..) A A BbA*. O>KI> Λ BACT» ECTE TtßApt ΟΛΙ.ΟΚΤ>Ι(Η·Κ).
Translation: 'fl xe anaio, ^xo y Bac ecxb xosap OJICCKH (OjieKCH)'. As far äs we
can see, this is the only possible Interpretation and 'ecjin' would make no sense.
N222. OJKI. [Λ]Η npaßo 3AnnpAiOTb C(A), Λ A A<*W KHAJKW Aku-liCK<*'MOV rpHBHoy
CbptKpd, EAOI/· C HHMO, OIKfc. MA TATbMO [no]CTABHAH.
The translation has 'ec^ n'. Although this may be defensible we strongly prefer 'in
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view of the fact that', because 'if does not explain the imperfective presents AAK> and
6Αθγ: 'Since they are really denying [the point at issue], I am giving the prince's
detskij a silver grivna and riding with him, because they have put nie in the position
of a thief. By the way, it is curious that the addition of Jiu does not seem to give rise
to an 'if-like value. The same holds for the presence of ΛΙΙ in ΟΛΗ äs used in N605: A
npHuihAA ecK-fe ΟΛΗ 3ΒΟΗΗΛΗ Ά πρΗίιιπΗ ΜΗ (flBoe), Korfla [yxce] SBOHHJIH'.
In the four remaining cases, oxe is combined with the present tense oixomemb:
N8. (...) 05Kb xOHbiiiH KopOBb, A e^euin no KOpOßV, A BUSH τρ« rpMBhHh.
Smolensk 12. (...) ο>κε X^MEIUH nt-tne, d npHCiwui (...)
N107. ... ο>κ[>] χου,κιιικ ΠΟΗΤ(Η) ... ψ>το ΤΗ τοκΑρ* ΒΟ ρογκΑχο ...
Ν232 (12th Century; not included in Zaliznjak 1995). (...) A ο>κι> χοα,ετ ...
Unfortunately, all four examples are ambiguous because they do not contain
enough Information to know what exactly is going on. N8 is clearest. Zaliznjak
translates: 'EcjiH xonemb Koposy n e,neiiii> aa κοροΒοή, το Ββ3Η τρκ ΓΡΗΒΗΗ'.
However, even here not enough is known about the Situation and it would be
perfectly possible to say 'Since you want the cow and are coming to get the cow,
bring three grivny". The same holds for Smolensk 12: the translation has 'CCJIH', but
the text is too fragmentary for us to understand what is going on and 'because' (or
whatever) would have been equally possible. The other two texts are even worse.
Despite the small number of examples this confirms the picture obtained on the
basis of attestations of οχΐ combined with past tenses: such examples äs are not
ambiguous point to a value somewhere along the continuum running from 'what' to
'because'.
The füture tenses yield a different picture. Under "future tenses" we understand
perfective present tenses (including 6ydy and perfective present gerunds used äs
main verbs) and compound tenses containing 6ydy. We statt with the perfective
present tenses.
N271. (...) γΚγΠΗ ΜΗ, ΚΛΑΗΑΚ) CA, WBCA If WNßpeA, WX« llpO^A, B03MH γ ΗίΓΟ
ΓρΑΛΛΟΤγ. (...)
Zaliznjak translates: ΈΟΙΙΗ npoßacT, BOSBMH y nero rpaMoxy'. In our view this is
plausible.
In two texts the writers detail measures to be taken if or in view of the fact that a
prince is going to war:
N332a. (...) ο>κε KHASI» non^e, npHCtwut HBAHA xpoyiubKMH(mi,b/A iu6Ao)iV\t H
Kp'KH'fe H ψΗΤ[τ» Η K](o)[n]t£ (...)
N404. (...) 0>KC ΠΟΗΑΕ KHA3E, A ΠΟΙΙΜΙΙ KOH6 Ογ ^ e^OpA H C«AAO B03MH (...)
In both cases Zaliznjak's translation uses 'CCJIK'. However, the Situation is
ambiguous and in principle a translation along the lines of 'Given the fact that the
prince is going to war, ...' would also be appropriate. In the case of N332a this is
however unattractive because the person who wrote the letter appears to have
provided for an alternative in case it would turn out that the prince would not "go":
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the Stretch ...[HC] noriAeTb... can be interpreted with Zaliznjak äs the remainder of a
clause meaning '[ECJIH xe] He ποίίΛετ, [το] ne npHCbuiaft'.
In one case a gerund is used:
N82. (...) πρηχΑΚΑΗ BÖ AßOpO- o>Kb τη npnc^A Βΐ>ρι>ιυι>, && BO(\AH po... (...)
Zaliznjak translates: 'ECJIH xe npHe^euiB BepxoM, το flaft ...'. Against the
background of the preceding sentence, a translation along the lines of'in view of the
fact that you will arrive on horseback, ...' would make no sense.
We now turn to examples containing 6ydy äs a main verb.
N531. (...) "ΰ)Κΐ εογΑογ ΛΙΟΑΗ πα ΜΟΚ> «>(ο)τρογ (ο>κε ΒογΑογ ΛΚ>ΑΗ, πρπ ΚΟΜΟ
ΕΟγΑΟγ ΑΛΛΛ ρΟγΚΟγ 3Α 3ΑΤ6), ΤΟ Τ6 Α BÖ BHH6".
The Situation points unambiguously to a value 'if in both cases. See further
section 4, sub (6).
N271. (...) w5Kt ΤΗ τγ HE BYAE WBCA M ...
This is the continuation of a letter treated above in which the writer requests the
recipient to buy oats (in addition to several other things). Although the letter is
fragmentary, Zaliznjak's translation 'ECJIH xe TaM ne 6y^ eT osca ...' is considerably
more plausible than a translation along the lines of 'Given the fact that you won't
find oats there/here'.
Two examples that Zaliznjak translates äs 'ecjin' are in fact ambiguous:
N68. (...) oxo. TM ΕΥΑΒ rocTb, MbHb >KA"· (···)
Pskov 6. (...) ο>κε EOYAbuie ποροικιιε, το εογΑΗ κ ΗΑΜΟ. (...)
In both cases a translation with 'Given the fact that...' is equally plausible.
Twice, 6ydy serves äs an auxiliary verb:
N411. (...) U)>Kb AAb BYAb ΛΛΑΤ^τΜμΑ, AOBpb CKYETb (...)
Zaliznjak translates: 'ECJIH ΠΟΗΜΒΛ (ne yicaaaHO, κτο) Μ3τφ6Ηα3, xoporueHBKO
ero aaKyirre'. This is plausible. The second example is too fragmentary to allow an
Interpretation:
N277. ... ptiuiAio, W>KE Βγ(Α«)ιιιε ΠΟΠΜΑΛΑ ce ... (...)
In N670, N347 and the late text N385 the tense of the verb cannot be
determined. In one case, oxt appears not to introduce a clause containing a verb:
N481. (...) nocAH τρΑΜΟτγ (WKE κγκτ>ι HA cfeTb H ΗΑΜΜΗτγ. (...)
Zaliznjak comments: "B coneTaHHH τρΑΜΟτγ WJKE κγκ^ι coroa owe BbiciynaeT B
OHCHL· pe^KOM SHa^eHHH 'a TaKxe', Ή' ", adding that there is only a single parallel
instance in all of Old Russian. We would like to draw attention to the possibility that
oxe is used loosely in its attested value of 'äs for', Ήτο KacaeTca'.
The overview of the material has shown that examples of ox« combined with a
past or (imperfect) present tense are either ambiguous or reflect a value at some
point along the continuum running from 'what' to 'in view of the fact that, because'.
Conversely, examples of ο>κε combined with a future tense are ambiguous or reflect
a value 'if.
This analysis is confirmed by the material in the dictionaries. Among nearly a
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dozen examples exemplifying the value 'ecjra', the Cjioeapb pyccKozo Λ3ωκα XI-
XVIIββ. lists only two in which O>KC is not followed by a future tense, one of which is
a birchbark letter (N439) which in actual fact is ambiguous and hence does not
exemplify the value 'if at all. Among the other values of OH« there is hardly a single
example in which it is followed by a future tense.
It is reasonable to suppose that oxe originated äs the NAsg neuter Singular of the
relative pronoun Η>ΚΕ and that the value äs a conjunction meaning 'in view of the
fact that, because' arose secondarily out of its original meaning, cf. also such
cognates äs SCr. jer 'because' (see further Fasmer 1986-1987). In Old Russian äs
written on birchbark a translation 'if is appropriate only if the fact to which oxt
refers is fundamentally uncertain because it is presented äs not yet having taken
place. In our view the meaning 'if is not inherent in O>KC, but arises if the basic
meaning of WKC is combined with a future tense. The conjunction ASKC, on the other
hand, always means 'if.
The use of ο>κε contains interesting chronological indications.
To begin with the form ox« does not occur in all periods. It is attested in several
early texts (e.g. N752) and is still quite common in the thirteenth Century (e.g. N68,
N481, N411, Pskov 6, N437, not to speak of N531). But later examples are rare:
there are äs few äs four fourteenth-century attestations in three texts, all three of
them connected with the Misinici: N385 (found in layers belonging to the final
decades of the fourteenth Century, but addressed to Oncifor Lukinic, who died in
1367), N277 (between the fourth and the beginning of the eighth decade of the
fourteenth Century, written by Oncifor's son Maksim), N271 (seventh or beginning
of eighth decade of the fourteenth Century).
There appears to be a chronological difference between the two types of
combinations in which oxe can be used.
The earliest examples of combination with the past or present tense are very early
(N752, N605, N644), whereas the most recent examples are not later than the first
quarter of the thirteenth Century (N8, N107, N222)10. On the other hand the
earliest example in which ο>κε is combined with a future tense dates only from the
final decades of the twelfth Century (N82). The earliest but one attestation (N332a)
dates from the period between the final years of the twelfth and thirties of the
thirteenth Century. All other attestations belong to the second half of the thirteenth
Century (N68, N411) or are even later (N277, N271)11. In N531 both types of
attestations occur.
9. CONCLUSIONS
In the foregoing we have argued that:
— N531 receives a coherent Interpretation on the assumption that Ksnjatin has
forced Ana and her daughter to part with a certain sum of Fedor's money on the
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pretext that she (Ana) had accepted liabihty for her daughter's husband
— Our readmg of N531 removes the necessity for stramed mterpretations of
BTXSAOKHTH and ΗΒΒ^ ΤΤ.
— There are no compelling reasons to identify the Klimjata to whom N531 is
addressed with the person of the same name addressed in N725 and mentioned
in N671 He may or may not have been the person who wrote N707
— The use of ΠΟΚΛΟΝΤ» taken m combmation with the stratigraphic evidence äs
recently remterpreted suggests that N531 may have been wntten äs late äs the
second quarter of the thirteenth Century
— The collocation α Htm-fe often Stresses contmuity and logical coherence,
contrary to its most obvious translation 'and now', 'a xenepb'
— The conjunction OJKE if used with a past or present imperfective tense means 'in
view of the fact that, agamst the background of the fact that, smce, because,
nocKOJibKy'
NOTES
A The research for the above paper was partly fmanced by INT AS
B In December 1997, long after the proofs had been subrmtted, the authors received a
beautiful letter from A A Zahznjak contammg comments castmg a different light on several of
the issues treated m the article Although at the present stage a discussion of Zahznjak's
findings is impossible we would hke to mention two pomts
— We somehow failed to notice that our view of the semantics of Λ Htm-fe (section 7) is
already to be found m R Faccani, Iscriziom novgorodmne su corteccm di betulla Udme, 1995,
pp 96-97, 112
— There are weighty reasons, mostly of a paleographic nature, for mamtaimng the early date
traditionally assigned to N531
1 The present article arose from a wntten cntique (letter of 2-6-95) by Alexander Lubotsky
of the Interpretation of N531 presented m Vermeer (1995b, 77-83), which m essence
reproduces the Interpretation given m the edition (ΗΓΒ 7, 130-134) and modified by
Zahznjak (ΗΓΒ 8, 213-214) Lubotsky argued that the central point of the letter (the role of
Ksnjatm) had been thoroughly misunderstood and showed that the use of the important
conjunction O>K£ differs fundamentally from that of Λ>κε The pnncipal improvements
proposed by Lubotsky have been mcorporated m Vermeer (1996, 85-92)
2 On the problem of the exact form of the name see Zahznjak (1995, 345)
3 The possibihty that Voeslav may have been Ana's son-m-law was brought to our attention
by Jos Schaeken
4 The person called Voislav who is mentioned m N509 is somewhat too early to be
identified with Ana's Voeslav, the one who is mentioned m N50 is far too late
5 As Zahznjak has argued convincingly (ΗΓΒ 8, 179), porucen is the technical term for a
person who is responsible for another person m the sense mtended here
6 For some comphcations involving N199 see Vermeer (1995a, 121, note 6)
7 Still we cannot help wondenng if this attestation is completely rehable The form ÄTL is
immediately followed by TM, yieldmg a repetition of ή that is not attested elsewhere It is
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possible that the person who wrote the letter first wrote down ATI>, then added TM intending to
end up with ΑΤΗ, but failed to cross out τι> (for a similar example cf. N509, Zaliznjak 1995,
304). On the other band one is reminded of the superfluous τ in ΛΤΜΕ in N109.
8 The only attestation of οκο is similar: N581 (...) οκο ΜΗ ecH προ(\ΛΛκ >KHTO, τ[ο] BÖ ...
9 The perfective present ιιςπρακιη-ι, is what Zaliznjak has called a "npeaenc Hanpacnoro
oxusaHHü" (ΗΓΒ 9, 275-279) and refers to the present time.
10 Leaving aside Pskov 6 and Vitebsk l, which may be later, but are not from Novgorod.
1' Unfortunately N404 lacks a stratigraphic date.
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